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Introduction 

Radio-relay line. 1* a nean. ,f corcati«,  in the Soviet Uni«., 

aether -ith  cable  lin.P   XV*  ^ « «t^K  far-Hans inter-urban 

telephone,  teleWap, an, 'IV ^worR i,    «h, ,*,    A Ur«  ,-ti-n of 

TV channels a.,:  4 oWt»i.. ^ •>' intCT-r-R.i „le,.*• .,r.., radio- 

broadcast«.-  danne.- inerii on rsuio-rc-lav   111»'. 

«  orient  «diu-wlay ,ni   cax.ai-cMe H,...S '»ake   it  pr«iM.  te 

receive th. ::^.rtl '/ -^-c - * * "•- • C' *" "•"*"' ""' , 
also to carry en u, -nocive ex*a,,e ,-f T < P> < tra,»e, a»...; .he Soviet 

cities Snd-,ith  th,  "l:^rvi,io:," and   "^virion" n.twcrk. 

Thounenùs   M   kilomètre, of r»,ic-r.ù.v   Un,,  have  ,,-en ereetert 
,   .   „„.-;   ,i i   r.ixiirie? and  railroads   to along power-transm  ssior  li.v^.:   fr;   ^.     U   fx.xiin 

mi,«.,«  -inpc  of technological commu- 
control their producer  nr-er-ses.       he,c 

.     . . „   r,tdtl e(.uiv>ped ^   TV channel. wi+h a TV prorrunme  branched mcation are  r   ten u.iuppi-11  «*•> 

off to  ihe roiay  r.'.a'i^ al on*- + he  lin?. 

In the  densely PT^.t,*  —   ^f th'5  "^ "n~f-i'r,it radio 
,,-+    _  .   r,lc,      -^o porcherie comunicati on radio-relay 

repeaters are  nai -t,   .s =- i -^-- • 
n- w  rr. -,*   *c e-tcb.iVu collocation  in the hardly-uccoeeirle or lines are LU. ' -   <c fc~i<^ • *• -" 

-^M «-o    Oí sbovt-wave rauic  «rriiunica^ioi;  channelr- are scarcely ponu,atcd axo,.&,  oi oi.t. 

used for the  nMrr.os=. 

Tho r^ic-re-LV  Unes .ay  o,   citified according to  their applica- 

tion in the  fclloviinr way: 

!    •arr.-ca^c,iy trunk line,.     Those lines, as a rule,  are consid- 

erably lor* and ar* a^pe* with «n. or several telaphone trunk Unes 

and always \>y -x TV trunk ima. 

2 Medium ,apacHy Unes meant  for branching off trunk lines at 

A  •    ,•        -<.n    uhere me n,,d for communication if? not likely to certain direction,   vme-rt.  »n« 

increase in iuaire. 

3 *naH   ^a^lt" r^-rd*   lu».,  «th not .ore than ?4 telephone 

;,at.n       "nuiom-ïnt  with both frequency and 
channels,   for  Vc-ai -otrauMsat -n.      -qapm.r 

„r   ,-,nn-F   "ß  annlny¿ '-  -r   these  lines. time disconnection of   ^onn—F   .-  »ro-u. ./ 

w. .   . th the- ororlous of servici^: and repairing Since   tl'i£  report  dsen v.-xth  the   pro.i 
n;     .:oi emuWitf  mention  3hoald  be «air.   firrt ol   the mam radio commun: c IT :. o a emu,nt.u, 

„,      f.r^   ir the procOi'F of designing, rules of maintenance «„li^et   1..   "-  H 

it 



1.  BASIC RULSS OF IIAINTAINING RADIO-RIXAY LINES 
DSTERHIN^D IN PROCESS OP DESIGNING 

The principles  and the  écheme of maintaining each radio-relay 

line are determined  in the  procer- of designing.     In the period when 

the direction of a line and  the   'ocation cf stations are determined 

special  stress  is  laid on  the approaches to  the stations  and also on 

power and water supply.     Besides,  when the places  are  chosen for the 

permanent-maintenance repeating stations  (hub,  main and terminal 

stations),  the  living conditions of the servicing personnel should be 

taken into account,  as the proximity of schools,   shops,   cultural centres, 

etc. 

A radio-relay line project also provides for the transport ser- 

vicing of the line which includes the construction of parages and repair 

bases.    At the same time the questions of administrative sub-division 

of the route into regions  and sections  is decided.     The  project also 

envisages the construction of houses for all these services. 

In view of the extent  of experience and the  state and length of 

approaches it  has  been decided  that one repair base on  the route is 

able to service two or three repeating stations without stationary 

repair facilities of their own  (non-serviced stations)  in each direction 

from it,  as the  time of reaching such a station from a repair base 

should not exceed  2.5 hours. 

Though constant presence of the  technical  personnel at the "non- 

serviced" stations  IB not  envisage l,   however,  a amali   dwelling house, 

water supplies,  etc. should be at  3very  non-serviced intermediate 

station.    During the adjustment  p.nod the visiting experts  stay  in 

that  house and during the  servicing period the house  is used for creating 

the necessary conditions   for the  arriving repair  teams.    The expenditures 

on the construction of these houses account  for an  insignificant  part 

of the whole  cost  of the   Une  and are well   justified  by the conditions 

they provide  for making good repair. 

An establishment which in future should carry out the servicing 

of a given line is determined  in the  process of designing.    According 

to the existing regulations,   the general guidance of the technical 

maintenance of the radio-relay communication lines is exercised in the 
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Soviet Union by the Ministry of Communication with specialized depart- 

ments under its direct control.     These deoartmenxs are responsible for 

the technical maintenance of the sections of radí.o-relay communication 

trunk lines assigned  to them.      lach such speciali zea department, 

according   co  spec, fie conditions,   e-isnres  the  technical  guidane of the 

maintenance at a section of a radio-relay line or several   lino, with 

their total  length ranging fro-n  2 to  3.r; thousand kilometres.    The 

section  serviced by a specialize« department,   m  itr  turn,   is divided 

into  smaller section,,  from SOG  to 7O0 km,   :,hich are maintained by the 

technical  oerviciiif region,.     Tho maintenance personnel  at raaio relay 

(repeating)  ntations i.i directly  subordinated to   the region authorities, 

the latter beirg under a -iepartmenfs  octroi.     Pi,-:.   1.   shows  the  pattern 

of the  department  and regional   service,.     It  -iho,ll be alno noted that 

a considerable number of the  specialized departments are  engaged  in the 

servicing of cable  communication lines,  apart  from radio-relay lines. 

Such a combination  ir believed  to be expedient ana  economical  for orga- 

nizational reasons. 

Repair bases are set up to carry out emergency repairs or preventive 

maintenance at the non-serviced radio-relay stations along the route. 

i repair base consists of technical premisor,  a garage for two or three 

automobiles and  a dwelling hou30  for h-io  flats       The  technical  premises 

include a radio workshop,   a machin, shop and a .tore-room.     In some cases 

all  the rooms of  the repair base are housed  in one  building together with 

» garage.    A. a rule,   the  .ace, are ic^at.d on the territory of radio- 

relay stations,  preferably  vt  hub or auxiliar;»  station, which is conve- 

nient  in that the  problems  of water and power aupply,   the telephone 

communication between the base and the Une,  and oth,r problems can be 

.Olved easier that way.     In  some cases the   >ases are housed together 

with the administrative offices of regione and  departments. 

According to  its functions the technical personnel may be sub- 

divided, conditionally,  into  two group,:    one performing the operation, 

directly at the repeating stations,   i.e.  hac to  travel along the route, 

while the otner works in the shops of this or other base. 

The major task of the first group ir. trouhle-shootmg at the non- 

serviced stations of a radio-relay line and also all kinds of the 

preventive overhaul and repair of not interchangeable equipment unit., 
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einoe the interchangeable uni-fce are repaired at the workshops of a base. 

To carry out its mission, the first group in ¿aven a specially equipped 

automobile for the purpose.  It haz  for instance, shock-absorbing 

devices for carrying measuring instruments, spare equipment units, spare 

radio vai\/t, »s .jciru.-.-o^a^ '.oí' xi^aunir ".:•, various s pai'o parts, tools 

and all sorts of other accessories,  ^he mobile (or travel 1 ir* ;) group 

includes:  a radio engineer who la the leader of tin group, an automa- 

tion engineer, a senior power technician^, ani several ether technicians. 

A travelling repair tean is comprised of specialists experienced enough 

in their job.  The senior power technician is responsible for the work 

of the whole equipment of diesel generators, transformer aub-stations, 

and guaranteed power supply sources -  The automation engineer is respon- 

sible for the good functioning of all the distance-control and signalling 

devices at a non-serviced station ^nô  the section at which there are 

stations having a common automation, system. A travelling group may 

include other specialists ''as a locksmith, or a welder) to perform sched- 

uled maintenance  All the members of a travelling group, live, as a 

rule, on the premises of a base and, if necessary, can reach th^ place 

of trouble fast.  The group also includes ctands-in who work all the 

time in the shops ?na  .join the group if any of its .'embers falls ill. 

As it has been mentioned above, no repair of interchangeable equip- 

ment units is done on the spot but in the workshops of a base. To do 

the repairs and the adjustment of the units the shops are provided with 

special tcú1-.,, luviw-c, _!\_:d.-, and ... /..ring instruments.  The stands 

are used for the adjustment of the equipment units. Racks or equipment 

units adapted mechanically and electrically for being connected to the 

necessary measuring instruments and providing an easy access to all the 

regulation elements in he units which are to be adjusted may be used 

for the adjustment purposes. 

Below is the list of the main repair bases used by the shops and 

travelling groups. 

Channels of telephone communi cat;', on between a base and the nearest 

serviced station and also for the management of the technical servicing 

region are designed for an efficient control over the work at the repair 

bases. 
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2. PERSONNEL TRAINING FOR RrrcVTfiTlffi RADIO-RELAY LINES 

According to the missions performed, the technical personnel is 

subdivided into maintenance and control categories.  The first one is 

occupied with the problems of equipment maintenance, or, in other words, 

it period a T-ou^-^-lcck dv.ty at those radin-relay stations which 

are to be serviced.  Such stations include, in the mam, the terminal 

and hub ones. The group (or the shift) includes an engineer who acts 

as its chief and two or -throe technicians, depending upon the amount of 

the equipment installed at the station.  At the communication route- of 

less importance the -roup (shift) may be headed by a person with 

secondary technical education provided he is experienced enough in the 

job. ^ach cf the shifts remains on duty for six hours and is responsible 

for the normal functioning of not only the stations it services but also 

the section of automatically controlled radio-relay stations assigned 

to it. 

The second category of control (non-shift) personnel includes a 

chief engineer who is the head of the station and trunk-line engineers 

who are the staff members only at the mam stations.  The staff of the 

trunk-line engineer, is selected in such a way that there would be one 

engineer per every TV and telephone trunk line and per every communica- 

tion route with the length of the section being no less than 5OO km. 

The main task of trunk-line engineers is to maintain the electric 

properties of the trur.k lines of the radio-relay lines within the set 

norms, to analyse the work of the equipment at each separate station 

and along the TV rnd telephone lines as a whole, and to carry out the 

electric measurements of the trunk lines. In cases when the apparatus 

Of telephone trunk-line multiplexing are placed in one technical 

building with the equipment of the hub and terminal repeating stations, 

their servicing ir. exercised by one separate group of personnel sub- 

ordinate directly to the management of the technical servicing region. 

And if a small number of telephone channels (1.7-24) is assigned for a 

radio-relay station out of the whole lot the servicing of the equipment 

1B performed by the r.hift and staff personnel of the radio-relay station. 

The above principles of servicing refer, in the mam, to the line- 

Of-sight -elay repeaters supplied with the most up-to-date Soviet-made 

equipment. The intermediate relay repeaters of tropospheric 
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communication and the station equipped with older apparatuses! or the 

stations with new equipment but situated in the regions of the country 

which are difficult to access are, as a rule, serviced (have normanont 

maintenance).  The personnel at these stations cr.d composi tinti of the 

shifts are determined by  the concrete cervici ¡if conditions at a given 

station-  Tli e staff of tropospherio communication sta ti on .7 include 

additional members for auxiliar;/ servicing:  coo'.;.:-, diesel-engine 

operators, medical personnel, power experts, and 30 on.  The servicing 

of such stations- in performed b;; an " .;xpoùitiun;ù" method i.e. the 

technical personnel goes to the statica for tuo weeics or more.  These 

stations have ali the necessary conditions for a long ¿itay of the 

technical personnel there. 

Since th" ,'inistry of Communication possesses a great amount of 

all sorts of technical means, our higher and secondary technical educa- 

tion establishments (communication institutes and t»cimical schools) 

train experts with a broad field of specialization.  The servicing 

establishments of radio-relay linen are staffed maini; by the specialists 

who have graduated from a "Radio communication and Broadcasting" faculty 

at an institute or a technical school v:hich trains specialists for 

radio and TV centers, radio communication and radio-broadcasting enter- 

prises and corresponding research institutes.  Upon graduât ine  from an 

educational establishment the specialists coming to the place of their 

assigned job should undergo practical training there to work properly. 

Various forms of additional trai.un/; are organized for the young 

specialists, to keep their professional level uy to the ma~k. Their 

primary task is to master in detail the equipment used; there.  The 

practical study of the problem is f.oing on in ;he laboratories of an 

enterprise where special stands imitatili/, a radio-rulay line are used. 

This enables them to study the equipment and the methods of measurement 

most efficiently. The theoretical study of the principia: and the 

specific features of the equipment installed at radio-relay communica- 

tion lines is carried out at the short-term courses set up at a depart- 

ment. The lectures at the courses are delivered by the most competent 

specialists. 

Apart from the young specialists, the technical trainine at the 

department involves the whole personnel. There exists a practice of 

.L 
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training through reading lectures on communication channels,  and also 

TV channels within  the  limits  of one lino  or a whole network of TV 

channels.    The reader speaks  from a studio  of a T1-' center or a video- 

telephone station.     At   present  this method  of technical  training has 

become most widespread.     It malees it  possi'.-le  to  invite  the best 

specialists from research  institutes or enterprises  tc  deliver the 

lectures.    To illustrate,   lecturer or; various  theoretical  problems of 

radio-relay communication,   ana on nc equipment  are delivered from 

Moscow twice a -nonti, through the "V channel&  of  the  radio-relay network. 

The  lecturers are  the most  competent  instructors  of higher educational 

establishments or researchers. 

The training at  the  center or at  er. „^-prises  is planned before- 

hand.     The  plan includes  the nort topicai  subjects or those which 

turned to be poorly mastered  (which was revealed at a preceding exam). 

3very year the knowledge  o; the equipment  by the whole technical 

personnel  servicing radio-relay lines  i;-  checked  upon  by  a commission 

headed by the chief engineers of the regions  together with the chief 

engineers and leaders of the repair bases.     This measure facilitates a 

better mastering and servicing of the whole equipment and installations 

by the personnel. 

3.  BRCT SPECIFICATION OF RADIO-RELAY  ^UIPiZOT 

The radio-relay equipment urcd in this country is sub-divided into 

two main types according to the difference  in wave  propagation:     the 

line-of-sight equipment   (or -pazi-optical  visibility equipment;   to be 

more precise),  and. the equipment used on the  liner  'here  the long- 

distance tropospheric wave propagation effect  is  employed.    The latter 

type gives us an opportuni^,   to carry en only the  transmissions along 

60-channel  telephone  communication lines with the  distance between 

repeating stations  being- around 300-400 km.     The designing of the 

tropospheric communication equipment  for the  transmission along 120 

telephone channels  is nearing completion at  present.    A ne" kind of 

radio-relay communi cat i or. with the use of   the   ;arxh artificial  satellites 

has  been used widely in recent years.     Thus,   i . April  1965 the Soviet 

Union made a successful  launching of the lioluia-l  satellite meant for 
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TV and nail ti-channel telephone communication between Iioscow and 

Vladivostok which is intensively at work now. 

In the Soviet Union maini;; the equipment produced in this country 

and also that manufactured by the Hungarian "Budavox" association is 

used at the radio-relay lines. The iiudavcx association supplies to the 

Soviet Union the equipment of the GTT /¡.OOO/oOO and 3i;-28 types.  The 

latter ie the small-capacity radio-relay equipment (i.e. with a email 

number of channelc) having: pulse-phase modulation, no- u-idely used in the 

construction of radio-relay communication linen along railways, oil and 

gas pipelines and for carrying on telephone communication inside a region. 

In I969 Hungary started to supply the trunk-line radio-relay equipment 

of the "Drushba" type developed on the oa¿is of bilateral technical 

co-operation between Hungary and the Soviet Union.  The table pi ven. below 

contains the brief technical specifications of the radio-rcJ.ay equipment 

which at present is installed on the lines or whose series production is 

planned to begin in the near future. ; 

A proper supply of electric power to the station is of much impor- 

tance for ensuring the set reliability and authenticity of radio-relay 

communication channels.  It is seen from the list of the main specifica- 

tions of radio-relay equipment given below that all the equipment used 

on the lines is designed for the power supply from a.e. sources which is 

accounted for by the fact that many electrovacuum instruments installed 

in the equipment (as ceramet triodes, klystron, travelling-wave valves) 

require a comparatively high voltage which can be obtained only through 

transforming low voltage and rectifying high a.c. voltage. 

The designers of radio-relay repeating stations try to supply them 

with power coming from two independent sources, i.e. they envisage the 

construction, where it is ecc orni call;/ reasonable, of two independent 

power-transmission lines.  Hovever, the feeding of power to a station by 

two independent sources in some case.:; does not yet solve the problem of 

a steady pover supply.  During violent storms - in case power is fed to 

the stations through overhead po'.-or transmission lines - both lines may 

often get de-energized. For that purpose, automated .diesel generators are 

installed at the stations regarding concrete conlitions.  The experience 

of servicing the first repeating stations has shown that voltage stability 

plays no mean role in ensuring the set authenticity at their telegraph 
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channel«;   anc'  it is mt tiv tlow  -.Iter?ti...ne iu   ths voltai;; of the 

current fed there but the sharp reductions which tho electronic stabi- 

liser ir, une oli  to compensât:-  thi-t  art.  most dcûv.er-vus.    This voltage 

i&stabilUy  ii-  oit«,""  tr'^-.T ;.l:ìce  \r   .n lustnal  arear  i'ith their huge 

power consunu-r» a\u toiu.,t   ... i.   row a..-   .\.-iir.     The  -harp voltage redic- 

tions at  repea^in,- rt^i^s  J.-  c^"peh<Mte<l  *i • :;   the  h'-'pc^ nr-tor 

generators wixb irsri'a ".'iywneale,   "hier, makes the power supply to the 

equipment  ii.d'.ocrdont of t\e power m<*iiF when necessar.;,.    Converters of 

direct cvirrer.t  ir.tj  C ierra' ír.r current winch r<ccv<.   a.r. voltage from 

a storage  ratter;   nd ¿et an  anditional charge  irò? a rectifier connected 

to the ey tamal   p^ w<?r-ba"T,l/ n* t--oii: are -iced  f r  the v:-r.v same  purpose. 

The role of t".¿  d--iipi"w, c? ornent,  ì:   the E;-.'tern it   ria.'c, !•;/ the stormire 

batterj.    There ar<* tw> tv^e«; of guaranteed powi— T'pply installations 

uaed currently in the racko-rei^y network;    <L.ca«l -generatore with 

inertia flywhoe.s and r.otor-ç^nerators also with  inertia flywheele. 

Below nia  the SCLCTíV-.IS rtagxa-ns ol  these i ast al i at ions and their 

properti.es. 

;¡a. ne 
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meter 
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j control panel« 
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f-',nn- 
rator m    Diesel 

load 
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Tte operation of the 20 lew guaranteed power supply device (îDG-20) 

«•penda on the principle of mechanical connection with the Diesel. Ite 

installation contains; 

a) one or two .nits with a flywheel (depending on the conditions 

af the station's electric power aupplyi,   «oh consisting of an asynchro- 

nous «»tor,  a synchronous generator,  a flywheel,  an 3lÖCtro®agnetic 

coupling and an automated Diesel  rated at 40 hpî 

b) an  automated  Diesel  generator  installation ADG-4? with a 80 hp 

Messii 

c) unit ano  Diesel generator control panels. 

Km ADG-24 Mosel generator -riti, a 40 hp Diesel can be used as an 

miliary Diesel generator.    But  in this case the power rating of the 

guaranteed pov-er supply  i*vice with a flywheel decreases down to 15 kw. 

îhe load is applied *o th- ters.in.ls of  the generator of one of the 

flywheel units.    The second unit   is  in reserve. 

The initial Parting of the  flywheel  unit  to the  speed of 250-300 

rp« is done bv the Ihe.el  Btarter      Furth-r increase in rpm to the nominal 

figure  is effected  by ,cana of  the  Diesel with the electromagnetic couplin« 

wgmgmá.     If  there is volta*« on  the station's  input afcer the starting 

i. completed,   the unit's asynchronous -notor is  plugget  into  the mams, 

the coupiirw;: disconnects  the Diesel,   the  latter comee  to a stand- 

still and the  icac  r:c-^9  ^" voltar^  f-on the venerator.     If an outer 

»auree trouble occurs, a nulae  .s  -enerate,   x.stantiy for the starting 

of the flywheel unit Diesel am''   the auxiliary 1'isool  generator.    Before 

the Diesel  is started, the load gat. its voltar« on account of the fly- 

«Mai«a energy.    3iven below are the basic specifications of the unit's 

oonponentB. 

?;PG-20 343IC 5FIXI7XCATI0IIS 

1, Piasti 
a) power rating—40 hp 

b) nominal rpn—1,15° 

e)    oooling—water-air (radi*tor) 

d)    voltage-— 4^ v 

2. Gouplinj-t— eleatronagneUc 
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3. Inertia flywheel; 

a) weight—1,520 kg 

b) radius—[3?0 mm 

4. A.C. Genarator 

a) power rating—23 kw 

b) rmp—1,450 

c) voltage—220/j>8C v 

d) piiase conjugation Y& 

5. A.C. Generator 

a) power rating—24 kw 

b) voltage—400 v 

c) type of current—three-phase, A.C.,   f«5° c/s 

d) phase confutation:    star "ith a neutral terminal 

All the elements of the  unit are mounte* on a common fraine piaceli 

OB shock absorbere.     The installation total weight is 3,600 kg.    Overall 

dimensions: 

length—4,"BO mm 

width—1,216 mm 

height  (without shock absorbers)—1,615 ram 

The second type of the guaranteed po' er supply unit consiBts of an 

electric motor,  an inertia flywheel and an A.C.  aerator.    Such installa- 

tions come in two modifications with a 20-kw renerator and with a 7.5-** 

generator, which are namou A'i/-?0 and AJ^-7.5 respecti/ely. 

The guaranteed po'-er supply unit rated at To '• and 20 kw (AOK-7.5Ï 

AGM-20)   consists of: 

a) depending on the po er supply conditions,  one or two flywheel 

units are mounted,   each with an asynchronous motor,  a three-phase 

synchronous generator and a flywheel; 

b) two or three automated Diesel generator units; 

c) control panel 
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mains 

Piepe! control  -panol 

-io tor 

Load 

AGIÍ-7.5 and AL;:
:
-2ö. 

The starti»,- ami nmni«5 up of the flywheel ur.it is  affected by the 

„vnohronous .,otor which has a phase rotor for inoreasi,v   the startus 

t„rque an.  for ioworin, the starti..,, carrent.    If there i„ voltage fro. 

the outer »u,K,   the fl;^ol  .r.lt operate,  fron tha »in..     In case of 

„ouble with the outer source,   a r»l.o  is generated  for the .tartufi of 

two reserve  automated Wesel    orators sinultaneourl;',  with the first 

»„„I,   that has  pi«** u» the necessary   r.p.=W  t«i»; up the  load, and 
1 A• -••       APT, 7 <". nrifì A(V-°0 basic technical the second  om comuu   to  a standstill.     AGu-7.; sná ä>, .  „u 

characteristics follow; belov?. 

Depending Oü the outer source reliability, two or three Diesel 

generators car, be installed at the stations utilising motor-generator« 

with inertia flywheels. 
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Boi. Basic characterise ice 

1. 'electric mctor^ : 

a)  voltage 

b)  type of current 

c) r.p.m. 

d) power rating, kw 

2. Generator 

a) voltage 

b) type of curr-e.it 

c) r.p.m. 

d)  power rating, kw 

J. Height of flywheel, kg 

4. Radiue of flywheel,  ran 

5. Height of installation, 

AGI »20 AO;^-?.5 

6. 
installation, mm 

400 360/220 

three- 
phase A.C. 

three- 
phase Â.C 

1,420 1,420 

20 7.5 

400 380/220 

tnüfse*""' 
phase A.C. 

three- 
phase A.C 

1,500 1,500 

24 15 

1,520 740 

160 610 

3,000 1,850 

length 
2,970 

length 
2,225 

width 
1,216 

width 
1,350 

height 
1,080 

height 
1,310 

KJ XUIPLÏÏIT 5. «.IPHOm; CHAHNTX HPLTIPLSXIi*; XUIPI-ZLIT 

fö multiplex radio-rela,    -  .íes use  if. nade mostly of the cable line 

«iltiplexing equipment „hich employs  the channel mode separation principle. 

The line  spectrum obtained o:i the  equipment »utput occupies a 4 * »i-wide 

frequency band, with / indicating   the number of channels made.     The 

spectrum of the type X-24 and K-6C channel-making equipment,   designed 

for multiplexing uyirmetric cable,,  occupies the following band: 

X-24 -- 12-iOt Kc/s 

K-60 — 12-252 Kc/s 

The line spectrum of the ecuipment user   on coaxial cables should Ut 

for the type K-'jOO-cnannel  system -- 60-1,300 Kc/s 

for the type K-1920-channai syetsn —  Ì12-3;50G Kc/s 
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in ca.« of Bultiplwdnê a comparatively «sail nmUr of channels us« 

Í. w*4m at radio wlay lin«e of the •qvupffl«nt «»ploying th« principle of 
t«»porary chan»«l s«paration, 
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6. CHaaACTTjryru:; :."i o i; '"i^U:^ TS 
TO MAiUTAiu RADIC-RHLAY "Lí.DS" 

íte© of the main demands  nlac-d upon  tie relay lines is the high effi- 

ciency of uninterrupted re'vin.* option whxch can  oe secured by reducing 

in radio  communication, the nu;i',cr an :  duration of int2rruptionP necessary 

for the preventive maintenance of    qnipnent,   ite  repair and measurements. 

The curtailment of such idling ir.  largely conditioned   by the rational 

solution of control  ani -.,rP.3ui -nent  questions.      Control  over the aiate 

of equipment  can be ¿one  through various measurements.     Th- measurements 

used today can  be divided  i;¡t\.  t./o  types: 

1. Uninterrupted control, 

2. Prophylactic measuremerts. 

In the procsss of radio communication uninterrupted control is 

effected over the channel mam  parameter* and information transmitted 

to obtain data on the quality of communication ana find out what measures 

«W«t be taken  in case cf a deviation,     *ich ccmrci,  as a rule,  is done by 

apparatus or deviceo built in the eqvipraent proner,     .jcperiance sho«* it 

it efficient  to continuously control   the  level   pattern a»id the level  of 

mmmxy noises  (neat  plus no;.linear'   m tul jphoue  trunks. 

In telephone trunks  continuous cortml   i,: uguali     conducted aver the 

level pattern and,  by mean? c"  to-st-line signals   fed i;;  the  trunk input, 

ever the tranemiseion pattern,   frequency and transitional characteristics» 

and nonlinearity.    Control of the  u.ve. pet tern m both  trunks (talentone 

and TV)  is  dene  by r,eaciri:,;.   ft  tho   -on., of reception,   the opocial 

sinusoid voltage of a p; lot tone apnlieù to the trunk  input.    As to the 

frequency,  the pilot tone ia higher than tht  operatine ban». 

Prophylactic measurements are repeatedly rade to check the equip- 

•tnt and trunks  in compliance with  the par. s port norms,     Ac for their 

character,   the prophylactic neaaurener.tr car  be divided  into station and 

linear.    Por station measurements aets of neasurir.^ instruments are needed 

Union help control the parameters of transceivers,  modulators,  demodulator« 

•nd other auxiliary equipment,    As  t, their equipment,   the telephone and 

TV trunks of radio relay lines are iietinfoiishcd for  their output devic#s, 

therefore various sets yf 'neasuring instruments are use?  for linear 

«aaaureraente. 
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Por station measurements of transceivers the following devices are 

required: 

1. îfcters  of amplitude-frequency characteristics and of group time 

of delay for the  spectrin of intermediate  frequency and the spectrum of 

high frequencies. 

2. 'Jhite noise generator for measuring the noise factor of 

receivers. 

3. Reflector meter for checking the matching of coaxial cables 

and wave gui rie elements. 

4. 'fave metres for measuring- high frequencies and intermediate 

frequency. 

5. Generators of standard signals. 

6. Meters  of the power of transmitters. 

For linear measurements and the measurements of modulators and 

âoaodulators   the  following measuring instruments are needed: 

1. Meter  of differential  distortions  (amplification,  phase). 

2. íloter oí   frequency characterLstics and of group time of delay 

for the low spectrum of rroup  frequencies. 

3. Spectrum analyzer- 

4>    ïlicrovol "cmetor with a set   of filters. 

The four  types of 2 vicos mentioned above are remùrc-d for measuring 

the trunks used   both in telephone  communication and TV broadcasting. 

Howevar,   f'or checking the level  of no i oes  in telephone communication a 

meter of transitional  interferences  should he added up,  and for measuring 

TV broadcasting  a special set  of instrumento if;  needed.     Depending on 

the purpose of measurements,   all   the above measuring instruments are 

manufactured for  \aricus limits  a^d  ranges of frequencies to  be  Tieasured. 

So far,  all   me?.saving instruments for «station and linear measure- 

ments consist  of  separate devices.     Home of them have been developed 

••pecially for measuring a certain  type of equipment,  while others  are 

»liti-pur pos e instruments.    At present, measuring racks are being devel- 

oped 30 as  to conduct a complex of measurements.    Thus, measuring racks 
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are expected to be made for the measurement of the needed parameters of 

transceivers; measurement of modulators and demodulators;  lincir measure- 

ment of telephone trunks      lor conducting all kincs of  "V trunk linear 

measurement? the industry has evolved a  set ol   special measuring instruments 

ensuring: 

a) generati ori of TV  tost signals. 

b) measurement  .)f residual  fadinr 

o) measurement of intermediate characteristics within a long space 

of time 

d) measurement of nonlinear distortions of ima^o signal and sound 

accompaniment 

e) measurement of nonlinear distortions of cyuchroimpulse¡: 

f) measure'.oat of fluctuating noises and periodic vi e 30 and sound 

interference 

g) measurement of emplitude characteristics along the video and 

sound ápectrum 

h) generation of sound frequencies. 

All the afore-mentioned principles of measurement are referred mainly 

IO radio relay lines of large and medium capacity. The electric control 

principles of the equipment at the radio-relay Mies of small capacity are 

aomewhat different. As a matter of fact, the transceivin.- equipment of 

these lines have small dimensions, thus it can be eacn I;, replace in case 

of need.  This obviates various measurements at intermediate stations. 

The repair and measurement of the equipment of the radic-relay lines 

with a small number cf trunk- ir made in workshot.:;.  As is Oar from 

Section 4 radio relay lines with a small number cf trunks are fitted out 

with two types of equipment-PM-28 apparatus cf Hungarian origin and home- 

nade »Container" installation. The PI I-28 apparatus is fitted out with 

the measuring instruments of its own envisaged in the firm's delivery. 

For measurements at radio relay lines provided with the "Container" 

installation the following devices are required: 

1. Meter of transmitter power for the frequencies of 390-470 mega- 

cycles. The highest level of measurements is 5 Kw and the lowest, 0.5 kn 

with *u error of 20 per cent. 

2. Meter of noise coefficient for the frequency range of 390-470 

oegacycles, ensuring the receiver noise measurement with an error of not 

nor« than 2 d.b. within the range of 3-20 "kt" units. 
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3. Meter of matching for the frequency range of 390-470 megacycles, 

«»•Muring, with an error of 10 per cent, travelling wave coefficient from 
0.9 to 0.5. 

4. Iieter of amplitude-frequency characteristic?  for the frequency 

range of 7-9 m.c.  with , sweeping band of 0.05-1 m.c.,  with the  highest 

output  level  being 0.? v and tne lowest,   1  millivolt,   P.ld the irregularity 

ranging from 0.3 to   3 d.i.     The sensitivit.y of  the meter indicator is no 

less than 10 millivolts  with the possibility  of ics decreasing by 40 d.h. 

5. I'eter of differential anolificatiou  distortions.     The range is 

7-9 megacycles.    The lowest  limit of measurement  ie o.l  per cent with the 

deviation of Í 30 Kc/s,   the error  being „ot  more than  0.03 per cent.     The 

limit of such measurement  1-  0.3—luO n/sec. 

6. iîeter of tran «con duc tance.     The range is 7-9 m.c.     The limit of 

measurements of modulator transconductar.ee i3 50-200 ^Zs.    The limit of 

measurements of demodulator  transconductance  is  10-100-JL 
m.c. 

7. Generator of standard frequencies   for the range of 39O-470 
megacycles. 

8. Uavemeter for the frequency range of 390-470 megacycles. 

9-     Meter of transitional  interferences with the noise  frequency band 

of 4.6 -  32 ¡Cc/3 and with  3 channel  being mearured.     The meter input and 

output resistance 13b and 600 ohms.     The level  of device noises is  1  and 

the error of measurements,   <£.   ?_  ,i.b. 

The workshops of repair naces are fitted  out with all  types and se+s 

of measuring instruments to rasure and tune a certain type of equipment 

in operation.    Thus,   the workshops must have sets of devices for measuring 

transceivers,  modulators anu demodulators,   auxiliary automatic and  télé- 

signalisation equipment,   TV and telephone trunks.     Besides,   each repair 

base has  devices for measuring the heterogenity of wave guiding routes, 

the antenna amplification coefficient,   and appliances for antenna 

adjusting.    The workshops of the bases are fitted out with the necessary 

machine tools,  gas-electric welders,   etc. 
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7. ORGANIZATION OF RADIC-.ŒLAY LLTJS lIAINTuNANC- 
AND ORÌ)~R OF ^QUTP'CÎT OFTIATICTI 

All repair work and preventive mai r. teman ce of trio equipment, excluding 

breakdowns, is carried out ir: ncccrd.:.n:x: ;ith the plans elaborated before- 

hand and approved by the chief .listrict engineer of technical, maintenance. 

The plans are compiled for monthly and quarterly période.  In compii inf- 

eudi plans the following factors should bo taken into consideration:  the 

"Rules of technical maintenance, of radio relay lineo", time intervals in 

inspection and r ¡pair, experience accumulated during the period of 

operation, and the results of the dependability analysis.  41 the serviced 

stations teams of repair basée fulfil out tho most difficult and responsible 

operations, for the rest of the planned repair work and all kinds of changes 

in the station are carried out oy these stations' tecnnicians on their own. 

To enhance the responsibility for the erruipmen+ maintenance of the 

serviced stations the duties to maintain all oouipment and apparatus are 

divided among the station's staff.  Systematic control of their work and 

its quality is effected by the station's chief. 

The inspection and repair of non-serviced stations call for the well- 

organized order and efficient utilization of the work of the repair bases' 

technicians, strict responsibility of everj person for a proper performance 

of his job. 

The technicians of repair bases who inspect and repair non-serviced 

radio-relay stations are responsible for their techniques and uninterrupted 

operation. The repair of the stb.tio.ii, 13 permissible or..y in case of a 

disorder in a non-interchangeable unit of the equipment.  The removable 

components and units are mainly repaired at workshops. ;duch a procedure 

of repair work is conditioned by the fact that the travelling teams of 

repair bases have at their disposal the necessary number of various 

removable units and components, and on finding a fault in a unit they 

replace the latter. 

As is knovm, the repair work can be planned in the cases when, by 

means of statistics or calculation, the operation resources of equipment 

and its units are determined. There are a comparatively small number of 

such units at the radio-relay lines. Referred to such units are guaranteed 

po>'er supply devices (Diesels, generators, motor-generators, accumulators! 



elevating mechanisms (lifts),  antenna foundations (masts,  towers), 

structural erections  (buildings, radio equipment booths).    Among radio- 

relay equipment,   service life  is fixed only for electronic devices. 

Therefore,   the ~iain ta;-,k of  the travelling team 13  technical  inspection 

at the stations. 

The inspection in carried out in accordance with the assignment 

given beforehand and taking into account  that every unit of the station 

is subjected to regular inspection. 

To exemplify  this we offer the time   intervals in inspection of the 

main equipment of the station where  the  type P-6OO apparatus are installed. 

1. Ai'? .::ïï!û—WA V      ."*", T" vAv>u;r. no;j 

a) Outside  inspection of the route 

b) Inspection of mechanical  fixin(- 

c) Inspection of air-tiphtness 

d) Measurement of reflection coefficient 

2.   I'AST STRUCTURES 

a) Inrpection of verticalità 

b) Inspection of *-a,v  tension 

c) Inspection of foundations* 

d) Inspection of mast welded seams and other 
metal structures 

3.   .XSVATT;/;.- ,CHWIS:S 

a) Inspection of elevatmr cabiee 

b) Inspection of electric motors 

c) Inspection of wmcher,   «¡ite,   doors 

d) Technical  inspection of the lift by the 
commission 

4.   iÍADIÜ TTCHKICAL  ZQUIPI3ÍT 

a) Inspection of the corrernon ience   to the 
nominal  of radio valve- ai.d  semi-conductor 
current 

b) Inspection of threshold devices  of "power" 
and "carrier"  indicators 

c) Inspection of value of voltage generated by 
amplifiers 

once a month 

once a month 

once a quarter 

once a quarter 

twice a year 

once a year 

twice a year 

twice a year 

once a month 

once a year 

once a quarter 

once a year 

once a month 

once a month 

once a month 
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d) Inspection of passage of TV signals and 
commands 

e) Inspection of forced cooling devices 

f) Inspection of the correspondence  to the 
passport of transceiver, g ^o+r. 

») Heat in ,pecticn of contacts of contacte of 
heavy current circuít¿ 

b) Inspection of v/ater level   i.¡ the Diesel cooling 
system and  of operation of ^nai   transducers 

c) The same hind of inspection in  lubricating 
system 

d) Inspection of Dies-el starting system 

e) Lubrication of motor-generator  bearing? 

f) Cleaning of collectors 

g) Inspection of ventilation system and Die3el 
fuel  pumping 

once a month 

one© & month 

once a month 

once a quarter 

once a month 

once a month 

once a œonth 

once a quarter 

once a quarter 

once a month 

The greater portion of the above-mentioned operations  is  effected 

Without  interrupting the  stations operation therefore special  attention 

is paid to observing labour protection measures  -/hose violation   can cause 

the injury of the maintenance personnel   and damage  to thu equipment. 

emergency repair is done in all  cases of disorder when the  immediate 

repair of equipment  is required.     The  travelling repair te arc receives 

the signal  to  go to  the place of trouble  from tin   technicians of the 

central or auxiliary  station or fro.: on. of the chiefc of  ^e district 

Tiknergency trucks of  the repair bai:e are  kept  m constant readiness. 

Before departure to put things in order the teas, leader specifies the 

character of the trouble  through TV si^alr  he receives,     ile also makes 

supposition,  about  the place   ,iu charac er of the trouble by summing up 

the TV signals.    As  a result lacking instruments noeied  for the repair 

are added to  the equipment  of the emergency trucks  and,   if need be, 

additional maintenance workers can be  called  tc the place of repair. 

The calling at  any  time of the sufficient number of workers of  the 

travelling repair team is done in accordance with a schedale prepared 

in advance taking into consideration the actual situation and technical 

possibilities. 
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Having come to the damageu station the group report« its arrival 

and starts trouble shooting only aftar "-ettirv- permission.     fhen the 

repair is over every disorder is  thoroughly analysed on the spot to 

find out  itr  causes,   and corresponim.-   iocunentn are  filile. 

Of great  importance  Tor  increasi^,-- the 'dipendati! i ly  anu quality 

of radio-relay lines operation  is  properly organised c-ialytical work 

in every  link of the operation  procese. 

In compliance '-rith the eetaM^shc-d oru.-r, the analysi«* of work of 

the preceding month and quarter  13 done  by a technical   nsmtenance 

district.     !,ater,   the maintenance  department  compiles an analysis,   '.rawing 

on the data of districts' analyses.    The summary analysis of all radio- 

relay linen  operatn."  f«r the preceding quart or, on the  basis  of the 

data of departments,   is   lone  oy  the UZ^'tl '.mistry of Communication head 

enterprise entrante» with the operative-techr.ical ¿nudance of operation 

of the entire  radio-relay network. 

The form ani order of the analysis  is refulated by the instruction 

which helps  cum up the  lata obtained  irom the subordinated organizations. 

The purpose of the analysis  is to  spot  the unreliable units in the 

ecoiipment  and  find  the   causes of  temporary  instability.     "No kinds of 

analysis are  compiled at evory radio-relay lin-j and its dirtnct: analysis 

of the causee <"f idling* and analysis of -qualitative indices.    The principle 

of compiling the analysis of the  idling causeo consists  m systematizing 

the damages of every nut. 

Experience shows thai all  interruptions  in commun cation at radio- 

relay lines  can be  nummed as  follows: 

faults  in radio equipment;   faults  in elactric pewer supply devices} 

fadings;   violations of technical  maintenance rules. 

The  first two reasons an a whole  oan be divided,   in  the  process of 

the analysis,   according to separate units and components  of the equipment. 

Thus,  failures of radio equipment   operation are divided,   during the 

analysis,   into failures of transceivers,  service communication devices, 

control and signalisation automatic devices,  modulatori« ani demodulatore. 

Thanks  to the fact that aata on the causea of  ldli-T^r are collected 

from all relay lines it is quite possible, while suaming up the reasons, 



to determine units and component marked by potential unreliability and 

take necessary measures to prevent damages or emergencies. 

In analysing interruptions  in radio  comuni cat ion because of fadings, 

it is  feasible  to  find ou, the  points of  lines  subjected  to  these 

phenomena and to taxe steps to e.iai^e euch phenomena.     rhe analysis 

Of violations of the  technical  maintenance «ulec help-,    li hoover and 

systematize  the moet  common mit-taker and  recalculation*,  of  the main- 

tenance personnel and  to  take  n«a^reE  to nrevent then. 

The analysis of the -nial i tati vs indices  of radio relay  linea 

Oparation  is made to reveal   -.he  ccuses of  temporary  mr, lability.    The 

original material for such ». analysis  i* the .lata on the results of the 

»purement, made,  which aro  to  b*  compare-' with the  previous measure- 

g*nts and data of the olectric passport  for a river,  line and  its 

district. 

This kind of analysis i* v«*' •«* only for finding the optimal 

•olutions of maintenance motions but also  for  levelopinr new specimens 

Of «|uii»ent and for modernizing the existing typen of equipment. 

To systematise various measurements mie  at radio-relay lines, 

•BOOiel  instructions have b-er. elaborated on  each typ« of measurement, 

Aich determine the procedure and method cf measuring  and the order of 

proceri the data.    The instruction    define precisely  parameter, to be 

oj^eked up,   list »ea»urin« .nstruaent*,  «cthods of  th,ir connecting to 

the controlled circuit -nn  -*--. for-ne of accountability. 

i 






